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Dr. Johns’s abrupt manner had not changed since my 
first visit.

“You were here three years ago,” he said brusquely 
as he walked into the room where my husband and I waited. “I 
haven’t seen you since. Why not?” 

He went on, terse and to the point: “Three years ago the calci-
fications were the size of a dime. Now they cover a much larger 
area. It looks like cancer.” 

Without hesitating, Dr. Johns introduced the competent-
looking nurse who had followed him into the room. He said 
something to the effect that she worked with cancer patients, but 
I did not hear it all. I was still trying to process his last statement, 
“It looks like cancer.”

• • • • • • •

Three years earlier, shortly after my thirty-sixth birthday, I’d 
had a mammogram at the Marshfield Clinic. After the mammo-
gram I saw Dr. Johns, an oncology surgeon. At that first meeting 
Dr. Johns had deftly hung the x-rays on a lighted panel on the 
wall and pointed to a small area of white dots. “Calcifications,” 
he had called them.

Dr. Johns said the white dots were probably nothing to  
worry about, but he told me to set up an appointment for a 
biopsy, just to make sure. With Thanksgiving and Christmas 
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coming right up, he said I could wait until after the holidays if I 
wanted to.

That did not sound serious. My husband Ray and I were fur-
ther lulled into passivity because I’d had a breast biopsy done 
fourteen years earlier that had proved benign. In light of that, we 
decided that instead of spending money on what would probably 
be another unnecessary biopsy, I would just go back for another 
mammogram in a year.

Unfortunately, once I put off going for the biopsy, I found it 
easy to postpone the mammogram too. Nagging thoughts about 
the missed mammogram occasionally drifted from my subcon-
scious into consciousness, but I shrugged the thoughts away. 

About the time I decided I really must go back, I discovered 
that we were expecting our sixth child, so once again I post-
poned my mammogram.

Two years before my first clinic visit, Ray had been chosen 
from our congregation and ordained as pastor of our small 
Mennonite church in central Wisconsin. Because preaching and 
being on call on Sunday mornings weren’t overly compatible, 
Ray quit his job as a large-animal veterinarian.

Even before his ordination, Ray and I often talked about start-
ing a family business so he could work at home with the children. 
Consequently, the decision to quit practicing was not a difficult 
one. Because he would receive some financial support from the 
church, but not a salary, Ray needed an occupation in addition 
to his work as a minister.

We chose to start a small bulk food store on our fifty-acre 
farm. Our retail store was built, for the most part, by volunteers 
from our congregation. We also put up a little greenhouse and 
started raising produce on a small scale.

During this busy time baby Kristie arrived, making us a family 
of eight with two sons and four daughters. Getting our new  
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business going and keeping everyone clothed and fed kept Ray 
and me occupied. So almost three years passed before I finally 
scheduled an appointment for my follow-up mammogram. 

My appointment fell on the Friday before Labor Day weekend. 
I had no physical complaints whatsoever, but I felt apprehensive 
enough to ask Ray to go with me to the clinic, a large multi-
storied building in nearby Marshfield. Just in case.

We went to the radiology floor for my mammogram, then 
on to Dr. Johns’s office. Before we left radiology, the technician 
handed me the big packet of x-rays and told me to take them to 
Dr. Johns. She seemed especially kind as she handed the packet 
to me. Flags fluttered. Red flags. Did she suspect cancer?

It was not much of a warning, but at least I had one.

• • • • • • •

After Dr. Johns told us it looked like cancer, Ray and I started 
asking questions. A lot of questions. We also asked to see the 
x-rays so we could compare the results of my second mammo-
gram with the first one.

Afraid that we still were not taking the matter seriously, Dr. 
Johns finally said his first nine choices out of ten were that I had 
cancer. “And,” he said pointedly, “it’s time to stop sticking your 
head in the sand and do something about it!”

He did not mince words.
I did not cry when Dr. Johns made his abrupt announcement, 

but later, as we stood by the appointment desk making appoint-
ments for the following week, the impact of his words hit. Hard. 
How could we go home and tell the children I had cancer? They 
suspected nothing. 

Tears came, but I blinked them away. As we walked away from 
the appointment desk, blinking did not help anymore. Ray held 
me close and we cried together in the comparative privacy of the 
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hall. Then, since we could not cry in the hall forever, we left to 
face the waiting room and the rest of the world.

Telling the children was difficult. It took a while before either 
of us could break the news, but we finally got it said. We kept it 
simple, telling them the doctor thought I had cancer, but he did 
not know for sure yet. We assured the children that God knew all 
about it and told them we would trust Him.

Ray started the news on our congregational circle call and 
requested prayer for our family. Each family passed the call on to 
the next until the circle was completed. We also called our par-
ents in Indiana. They in turn called my four siblings and Ray’s 
ten. 

The news, like grim news does, traveled fast.
As we ate supper, Kelsie, with four-year-old innocence, looked 

at me and said, “Mom, you look like you’re ready to cry.” And 
then, because it suddenly was true, she said, “Mom, you are 
crying.”

The older children tried to hush her, but I said it was okay, that 
sometimes we just have to cry. We felt awkward. None of us had 
faced cancer before. We did not know how to handle it.

After supper Kelsie came to me and said, “I hope you don’t 
have cancer, but I’m afraid you do.” I tried to reassure her, but my 
mind, and probably hers, went to the funeral we had attended 
several months earlier of a mother who had died of cancer.

As soon as I finished doing the supper dishes I looked up 
breast cancer in our American Medical Association medical 
book. I read that a lump is usually three-fourths of an inch across 
before it metastasizes, or spreads, to other parts of the body. The 
information immediately comforted me, because I had no lump 
at all. Even Dr. Johns could not feel a lump.

The article in the medical book said the outlook for breast 
cancer is pretty good if discovered early. The information 
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came from a fourteen-year-old book. I did not know if it was 
still accurate, but it sounded hopeful. It was what I wanted to  
hear.

I felt better after reading what the AMA had to say about 
breast cancer, but sadness still gripped me as I watched the four 
youngest children, ages twenty months to ten years, playing out-
side. Off in the distance I could see fourteen-year-old Katrina 
and sixteen-year-old Scott helping Ray get produce ready to take 
to the Wausau Farmers’ Market the next day.

I stood and watched them all for a long time. Always when 
Ray and the children came into the house at night, a wife and 
mother awaited them. Would they someday come in to an empty 
house?

That evening the entry in the devotional book God Is Enough 
by Hannah Whitehall Smith began with, “Brought face to face 
with the fact that they are to be thankful in everything, most 
Christians will say, ‘Oh, but that is an impossible command.’ ” I 
thought so too. 

The book went on to say, “We cannot always give thanks for 
the things themselves, but we can always give thanks for God’s 
love and care in them.” True again.

Unsure of my emotions—and those of others—I did not look 
forward to going to church on Sunday morning. Despite my 
fears, everything went well. I taught the women’s Sunday school 
class as usual, something I had thought impossible on Friday 
night. Word had spread rapidly. The many prayers offered on our 
behalf gave Ray and me strength to carry on with our responsi-
bilities.

That evening our congregation met to sing. The song leader 
commented that my situation made him think of Heaven. Con-
sequently he chose songs about going to Heaven, which were, of 
course, songs about dying. I soon reached for a Kleenex. Before 


